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ABSTRACT 

Over the years, many theoretical formulations have 

been developed to describe the depressive syndrome. Early 

psychoanalytic attempts emphasized intrapsychic phenomena 

to explain depression and have focused their therapeutic 

interventions on the depressed individual. More recent 

theoretical models have shifted the emphasis to the cogni

tive and behavioral aspects of depression. These models 

have examined the depressive syndrome in the context of the 

social environment of the individual. Most recently, in

vestigators addressed the issue of how depressive behaviors 

affect others and, in turn, how members of the environment 

affect the depressed individual. Findings from a few 

studies have indicated that indeed depressed individuals 

are rejected and induce a negative mood in others. 

The present study was a further attempt to investi

gate the responses of individuals when they interact with 

a depressed person within the context of a controlled 

analogue experiment. Unlike previous studies, the research 

was based on a face-to-face interaction which permitted the 

examination of a variety of verbal and non-verbal behaviors 

of the subjects. 

Male undergraduates were randomly assigned to one 

of three groups. One group conversed for twenty minutes 
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with a female confederate enacting a depressed role. The 

second group of subjects conversed with the same confederate 

who enacted an anxious role, while a third group of subjects 

interacted with the confederate in a symptom free role. 

This design permitted the comparison of the responses of 

individuals to a depressed, anxious, or normal person. Each 

of the interactions was videotaped. A variety of self-

report measures obtained prior to and after the interaction 

with the confederate, and several behavioral measures were 

employed. They assessed interpersonal attraction and the 

mood induced in the subject by the confederate, as well as 

behavioral indications of anxiety, depression, support, and 

advice-giving. 

Contrary to the findings of previous studies, re

sults from the self-report measures did not support the 

hypotheses related to the mood of the subject induced by the 

confederate. Similarly, contrary to predictions, results 

indicated that the confederate in the depressed role was 

not perceived as less interpersonally attractive than in the 

other two roles. On the other hand, it was found that sub

jects who interacted with the depressed confederate pro

duced more negative statements and gave more support and 

advice than subjects in the other two groups. An additional 

finding was that on certain measures there was no signifi

cant difference in the responses of the subjects when inter

acting with the confederate in the depressed or anxious 
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role, although the responses of both groups significantly 

differed from the control group. 

The findings of the present study do offer some 

very limited support for the general hypothesis that de

pressed individuals influence members of their environment. 

The empirical question still remains whether these findings 

are specific to the depressive syndrome or apply to other 

emotional dysfunctions. However, most of the hypotheses 

derived from the interpersonal model were not confirmed. 

The findings of this and previous studies cannot be 

generalized to encompass the close interpersonal environ

ment of the depressed person which would include friends 

and relatives. At this point, it appears necessary for 

further research to examine depressed patients in the 

context of others in their immediate environment. 



INTRODUCTION 

Depression has been recognized as a syndrome for 

over two thousand years. However, there are still many un

resolved issues regarding the nature of depression, and its 

etiology and treatment. Many theoretical models have been 

developed in an attempt to understand the subject more 

clearly. 

The earliest formulations were psychoanalytic ones 

(Abraham, 19 27; Freud, 19 27). These focused on intrapsychic 

phenomena to account for the clinical features of depres

sion. According to such formulations, one of the critical 

determinants in the development of depression is the real, 

or imagined loss of a "love object" through death of a 

spouse or through feelings of rejection by significant 

persons. This loss is followed by anger toward the "love 

object" for abandoning the individual. However, since the 

individual wishes to retain the "love object" he identifies 

with it as a way to keep it. Subsequently, the anger toward 

the "love object" is HOW directed inward against the self. 

According to this formulation, the depressive syndrome is 

partially a result of inner directed hostility (Gaylin, 

1968). A corollary to this assumption is that individuals 

who have a predisposition to dependency are prone to react 

to loss more strongly and are therefore more prone to react 
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to depression. Given that the psychoanalytic model empha

sizes the importance of intrapsychic forces in the develop

ment of depression, therapeutic attempts have naturally been 

focused on aiding the depressed individual to resolve the 

conflicts within the self. Therefore, sucn therapeutic 

techniques center on the depressed individual rather than 

his/her environment. 

An alternative approach to the study of depression 

focused on distortions of cognitive processes. Beck (1967) 

viewed depressive symptomatology as a result of erroneous 

thinking patterns which subsequently lead to an idiosyn

cratic and negative view of the self, the world, and the 

future. The prototypical case would be that of a highly 

successful executive who feels that he has failed in his 

job and his family relations, feels unworthy of attention, 

and sees no hope in the future despite constant assertions 

to the contrary by others in his immediate environment. 

Beck (1967), argued that such individuals deal with a dis

crepancy between their own pessimistic views and the actual 

reality by distorting perceptions and cognitions so that 

they eventually become congruent with their own negative 

self-evaluations and expectations. He further argued that 

a useful therapeutic approach toward the depressed indi

vidual would be to modify the distorted cognitive processes. 

The therapeutic emphasis in this model, as with the 
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psychodynamic model, again centers on the depressed indi

vidual rather than his environment. 

In contrast to the psychoanalytic and cognitive 

models, some behavioral analyses of depression have focused 

on the interpersonal aspects of the environment to explain 

the acquisition and maintenance of depressive symptoms. 

Lewinsohn (1974) proposed that some of the depressive be

haviors such as feelings of discomfort and fatigue are 

elicited by a low rate of response contingent positive re

inforcement. This results in a low rate of behavior in the 

depressed individual who is considered to be on a prolonged 

extinction schedule. The total amount of response con

tingent reinforcement received by an individual is assumed 

to be a function of three sets of variables: (1) the sum 

total of events that are potentially reinforcing for the 

individual, (2) the number of such events that the indi

vidual has at his disposal within his environment, and (3) 

the individual's skills in eliciting reinforcement from the 

environment. A corollary to this is that individuals who 

are prone to depression are less skillful in social situa-
\ 

tions and therefore less able to elicit positive reinforce

ment. Results from a series of studies (Lewinsohn, 1974) 

are consistent with the major premise of this theory that 

depression is related to the rate of positive reinforcement 

which the individual receives. Therapeutic intervention 

has focused on teaching the depressed individual social 
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skills and shaping his/her behavior so that the person will 

elicit more positive reinforcement from the environment. 

One recent approach to the study of depression has 

focused on the interpersonal dynamics of the syndrome. 

Coyne (19 76a) described depression within a systems frame

work. He maintained that an analysis of the social context 

is necessary for the understanding of depression. His 

formulation focuses on the analysis of the responses of both 

the depressed individual and of others in interaction. He 

considers the behavior of others toward the depressed 

individual as significant as the behavior of the individual 

himself in maintaining depression. 

According to this theory, depression is often pre

cipitated by social stress (e.g., loss of a significant 

relationship, loss of a job, retirement) which affects a 

major change in the person's social environment. The indi

vidual attempts to cope with the disruption of his social 

space and to gain reassurance of his place within his 

social relationships and his environment. His depressive 

behavior, i.e., messages of^hopelessness, despair, with

drawal, and agitation, are an attempt to engage others in 

interaction and an indirect demand for others to undo or 

take away his loss. 

Initially, this behavior elicits encouragement and 

empathy from others. However, the depressed individual is 

uncertain as to whether the reassurance is sincere or simply 
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the result of his request for it and is concerned with the 

genuineness of their responses. In an attempt to clarify 

their messages and ascertain the nature of the relationship 

he displays more symptomatology. This persistence induces 

a negative effect in others but the accompanying signs of 

despair and helplessness arouse guilt so that they inhibit 

any direct expression of irritation or hostility. They 

therefore give messages of support but at the same time 

they disqualify those by simultaneous messages of rejection. 

This results in a system of responses whereby the depressed 

individual continues testing his relationships by displaying 

more symptomatology and others continue giving non-genuine 

reassurance and support. 

Coyne's formulation is similar to the behavioral 

approaches in that it emphasizes both the environment in 

which the symptomatology occurs and the behavior of the 

individual. However, it differs in that it raises the 

hypothesis that the behavior of the depressed affects others 

in an aversive manner so that eventually, the depressed 

person is actually rejected and his pessimistic feelings 

about himself and the world are congruent with reality. 

The over-demanding quality of the depressive's way 

of interacting with others has been noted by authors as 

early as Abraham (1927, 1953), Rado (1928), and later 

Fenichel (1945). These authors have emphasized the need for 

dependency in the depressed person and his desperate 
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attempts to attract attention and to force others to restore 

his loss by manipulative interpersonal maneuvers. A similar 

point of view is maintained by Cohen et al. (1954) who argue 

that a depressed person wishes to have all his needs met by 

others in a dependent relationship and, if this fails, he 

will resort to manipulating others by displaying more 

depressive and negative behavior. Fromm-Reichmann (1959) 

argued that the aggression and hostility found in the 

depressed person, emphasized by early psychoanalytic models 

of depression (Abraham, 1927; Freud, 1927) is the result of 

frustration in failing to satisfy his need for dependency. 

Bonime (19 60, 1966) also emphasized the exploitative and 

manipulative way the depressed person relates to people in 

order to obtain emotional satisfaction. He argued that 

the distress of the depressed person was a secondary factor 

to his dependency needs. 

Coyne (19 76a) expanded these earlier views to 

include an examination of the responses of others to the 

exploitative and manipulative maneuvers of the depressed 

individual and, in turn, how these responses affect the 

depressive. Adopting a systems approach to the study of 

depression, he focused on the interpersonal aspects of the 

depressive syndrome rather than only the depressed indi

vidual. 

Coyne (1976b) conducted a study to test some of his 

hypotheses. In this study, female undergraduates were 
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assigned to one of three conditions. In one condition, sub

jects engaged in a twenty-minute telephone conversation with 

depressed female outpatients. In the second condition, 

subjects engaged in a twenty minute telephone conversation 

with non-depressed female outpatients. In the third condi

tion, subjects conversed with normal female controls. The 

telephone conversations were audiotaped and the subjects' 

verbal behavior was evaluated on a variety of measures 

(e.g., approval responses, genuineness). In addition, all 

subjects filled out questionnaires which assessed their mood 

(depression, anxiety, and hostility) after the conversation, 

their perception of their telephone partner, and their 

willingness to interact with that person in the future. 

Coyne (1976b) found that the subjects v;ho interacted 

with depressed targets were more depressed, anxious, and 

hostile than subjects who interacted with non-depressed 

patients or the normal controls. Furthermore, subjects who 

interacted with depressed targets were more unwilling to 

interact in the future with their partners than were 

subjects who interacted with targets in the two other 

groups. Thus, consistent with Coyne's model, depressed 

patients were in fact more rejected than were other patients 

and normals. This rejection may be partially mediated by 

the negative mood which depressed patients seem to induce 

in others. However, the behavioral measures did not 

differentiate among the groups. There were no significant 
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differences in activity, approval responses, hope measures, 

or genuineness among the three groups. Thus, which of the 

behaviors of the depressed patients induced negative mood 

and rejection in others were not determined in this study. 

In a similar study, Hammen and Peters (19 77) com

pared the reactions of subjects to written case histories 

of men and women who were experiencing different types of 

psychological distress. They found that depressed males 

were rejected more by others than the other two conditions 

which involved anxiety or detached emotions. In a sub

sequent study, Hammen and Peters (1978) investigated the 

social consequences of depressed behavior. Subjects con

versed on the phone with a same or opposite sex person who 

enacted a depressed or non-depressed role. They found that 

depressed persons were rejected significantly more than 

non-depressed persons. They also found that depressed 

people elicited significantly more depression in the 

listener than non-depressed people. These findings are 

consistent with those of Coyne. However, Coyne's findings 

that depressed persons also induce anxiety and hostility in 

others were not confirmed. 

The present study was a further attempt to investi

gate the responses of individuals when they interact with 

a depressed person. As reported earlier, previous studies 

have focused on the reactions of subjects to case histories 

portraying depressed individuals (Hammen and Peters, 1977) 
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or on the responses of others to a depressed person after a 

telephone conversation with them (Coyne, 1976b; Hammen and 

Peters, 1978). It appeared to the author that replication 

of the findings after a live conversation with depressed 

people was required to confirm Coyne's hypotheses which 

were based on people interacting directly rather than on 

the phone. By using a face-to-face interaction it would 

also be possible to explore both verbal and non-verbal 

aspects of the communication. 

Coyne (1976b) and Hammen and Peters (1978) used a 

posttest only design while the present study employed a more 

powerful pre-post design to test the hypotheses. In this 

study, the subjects' responses prior to and after the direct 

interaction with the depressed, anxious, or normal con

federate were assessed by self-report measures. In addi

tion, the subjects' responses were assessed by a variety of 

behavioral measures including those reflecting interpersonal 

attraction and perception. 

The present study was a 3 (depressed, anxious, 

normal) by 1 factorial design. A statement of the predic

tions according to the type of dependent variables employed 

follows. A summary of the hypotheses is presented in 

Table 1. 



Table 1. Summary of Hypotheses 

10 

Measures Predictions 

1. Mood 

a. Depression D > A = N 
b. Hostility D > A = N 
c. Anxiety D > A > N 

2. Attraction N > A > D 

3. Support and advice D > A = N 

4. Volume N = A > D 

5. Deception D > A = N 

6. Negative perception of confederate D > A > N 

Subjects who interact with a depressed target 
A: Subjects who interact with an anxious target 
N: Subjects who interact with a normal target 

Mood 

The first set of hypotheses related to the mood of 

the subjects as induced by the confederate. Measures of 

depression, anxiety, and hostility were included. 

Depression, Hostility: It was predicted that sub

jects who interacted with the depressed target would expe

rience more depression and hostility than would subjects 

who interacted with either the anxious or normal targets. 

Furthermore, it was hypothesized that there would be no 

significant differences between the anxious and the control 

conditions on these measures. This prediction is consistent 
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with Coyne's (19 76a) theory and with the results of Coyne 

(1976b) and of Hammen and Peters (1978) . 

Anxiety: It was predicted that subjects who inter

acted with the depressed target would experience more 

anxiety than would subjects who interacted with the anxious 

confederate. In addition, it was predicted that subjects in 

the anxious condition would be more anxious than subjects 

in the normal condition. 

One part of this particular hypothesis departs from 

Coyne's (1976b) predictions. In the present study, the 

prediction is that subjects in the anxious condition would 

experience significantly more anxiety than subjects in the 

normal condition since the confederate in the present study 

enacted a specifically anxious role rather than a generalized 

outpatient one, as in Coyne's study. Therefore, the pre

dominance of anxious symptomatology in this condition was 

expected to elicit more anxiety in the subjects compared 

to the normal condition. 

Attraction 

Another hypothesis was related to the perceived 

interpersonal attractiveness of the confederate in each of 

the three conditions. Several measures of attraction were 

employed which will be described in a later section. It 

was hypothesized that subjects would reject the depressed 

confederate (i.e., find her less interpersonally 
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attractive) significantly more than the anxious confederate 

who would in turn, be significantly more rejected than the 

normal confederate. 

The depressed confederate was expected to be most 

rejected due to the presumed aversive quality of depressive 

behavior and the mood it induces in others. The anxious 

confederate was expected to be more rejected than the normal 

confederate since the continuous complaints of agitation and 

anxiety may place a responsibility on the receiver to 

alleviate the symptoms by focusing his attention on the 

confederate. This may result in a stilted and one-way 

interaction. Thus, the anxious confederate would be per

ceived as less interpersonally attractive than the normal 

confederate with whom the interaction would be smoother. 

Support and Advice 

Another prediction related to the amount of support 

and advice elicited by the confederate under each of the 

three conditions. It was hypothesized that the depressed 

confederate would elicit significantly more support and 

advice from the subjects than would the other two con

federate conditions. Further, it was predicted that there 

would be no significant differences between the anxious and 

the normal conditions. This was expected due to the quality 

of helplessness and low self-esteem inherent in the de

pressive symptomatology which invite greater support and 
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advice giving. The depressed person complains of hopeless

ness, despair, and withdrawal and indirectly requests 

others to restore the loss. The others, in an effort to 

deal with the complaints, may offer support and attempt to 

convey their concern and empathy by offering advice. 

Volume 

A related hypothesis involved the voice volume of 

the subjects in the three different conditions. It was 

hypothesized that the voice volume of the subjects would be 

lower in the depressed condition, while there would be no 

significant differences between the other two conditions on 

that measure. 

This exploratory measure was employed in an attempt 

to capture the quality of interaction with a depressed 

person. It was used for its face value in potentially 

indicating a lack of enthusiasm and as an indirect measure 

of depressed mood in the subjects. Since it was predicted 

that the depressed confederate would induce the most nega

tive mood in the subjects, it was hypothesized that this 

would also be revealed in their voice volume, with low voice 

volume indicating a negative mood. 

Deception 

Another hypothesis related to the amount of "decep

tion" employed by the subjects in interacting with the con

federate. According to Coyne's (1976a) formulation of 
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depression, when individuals interact with a depressed 

person they tend to offer reassurance on the one hand, and 

simultaneously, try to avoid the depressed person and 

inhibit their hostility. This can be considered an attempt 

to deceive the depressed person. 

It was predicted that subjects who interacted with 

a depressed confederate would show significantly more evi

dence of such deception than would subjects who interacted 

with the anxious or normal confederate. It was further 

predicted that there would be no significant difference 

between the normal and the anxious conditions on this 

measure. 

Perception of the Confederate 

Finally a variety of measures were employed to 

assess how subjects perceived the confederate under the 

three conditions. A detailed description of those measures 

will be presented in a later section. Measures included 

level of adjustment of the confederate, demandingness, and 

mistrust of the confederate. 

It was predicted that subjects who interacted with 

the confederate in the depressed role would perceive her in 

a more negative way on all measures than in the other two 

conditions. In other words, they would view her as more 

demanding, less trustworthy, and less adjusted. It was 

also predicted that the confederate would be perceived in a 
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more negative manner in the anxious role than in the normal 

role. 



METHOD 

Subjects 

Forty-eight freshmen and sophomore male under

graduates were recruited from a variety of introductory 

courses at The University of Arizona. The mean age of the 

subjects was twenty-three years. They were invited to 

participate in a "social-acquaintance" study to investigate 

how "first impressions are formed, and what in general 

occurs in initial social interaction." Subjects who had 

completed more than the two introductory courses in 

psychology were excluded from the study in order to minimize 

the possibility that participants would suspect that their 

female partner was a confederate of the experimenter. 

Design 

The subjects were randomly assigned to one of three 

experimental conditions. In all conditions, subjects con

versed with the female confederate for twenty minutes. The 

conditions differed according to the role enacted by the 

confederate. In one condition, the confederate role-

played a depressed person. In the second condition, she 

enacted an anxious person, and in the third she enacted a 

normal role. 

16 
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In order to obtain behavioral measures each twenty-

minute interaction was videotaped. To determine the re

liability of the behavioral measures, each videotaped inter

action was divided into three segments, enabling independent 

judges to observe each subject for a total of six minutes. 

Each of the segments lasted two minutes. The first two 

minutes of each interaction comprised the. first segment 

which was termed the "Baseline" period. The tenth and 

eleventh minutes comprised the second segment which was 

termed "Probe Period 1" and the seventeenth and eighteenth 

minutes were the third segment which was termed "Probe 

Period 2." It should be noted that during the Baseline 

period, the confederate acted normally and then gradually 

entered her role so that she would not arouse the subject's 

suspicion. During the Probe Period 1 the confederate re

turned to acting normally as she did in Baseline. The 

purpose was to see if behavior changes induced in the sub

jects by the confederate's role-playing would carry over or 

generalize to a situation where the confederate was not 

engaging in the role-playing behavior. During Probe Period 

2 the confederate maintained her role in accordance with the 

specific experimental condition investigated at the time 

(i.e., depressed, anxious, or normal). In order to 

accurately cue the confederate for the Baseline period, a 

desk clock was placed in such a way as to enable her to 

consult the time inconspicuously. During Probe Period 1, 
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the experimenter signalled the confederate by turning the 

door handle in an audible manner. 

Procedure 

The study took place in the University Clinic. The 

subjects were met by the investigator and taken to a room 

where they were requested to complete two questionnaires. 

The questionnaires were supposedly addressed to the study 

of initial social interaction. In fact, they measured the 

subjects' state of anxiety, depression, and hostility. 

These questionnaires consisted of the Today Form of the 

Multiple Affect Adjective Check List (Zuckerman and Lubin, 

1965) and the State Anxiety Scale Form 1 (Spielberger, 

Gorsuch, and Lushene, 1970). These measures will be de

scribed in more detail later. The subjects were also asked 

to sign a consent form (see Appendix A). While the subject 

was completing the questionnaire, the confederate entered 

the clinic in the role of a participant in the experiment. 

She was greeted by the experimenter and taken to a nearby 

room where she was given the same instructions as the 

subject. The instructions were given loudly enough to be 

overheard by the subject, but in fact the confederate did 

not answer the questionnaire. Upon completion of the 

questionnaires, the subject and the confederate were taken 

to a room with videotape equipment. Care was taken to 

ensure that the subject was unaware of the confederate's 
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role in the study. The subject was seated first and the 

experimenter adjusted the video camera before she brought 

in the confederate and repeated the same procedure. Then 

the experimenter introduced the subject and the confederate 

and addressing herself to both gave them the following 

instructions: 

This is a study of social interaction. We are 
interested in how people get to know each other for 
the first time. You may discuss any topic you wish 
during a twenty-minute period, after which I will 
return to let you know that it is over. 

After the instructions had been given, the experi

menter turned on the videotape and left the room. It should 

be noted that throughout the discussion the camera was 

stationary and was focused simultaneously on the confederate 

and the subject so that both were in full view at all times. 

At the end of the time limit, the experimenter took the 

subject and the confederate back to their original separate 

rooms. Both people were once again asked to fill out the 

MAACL and Spielberger Scale, along with several additional 

questions. Again the confederate did not actually complete 

the questionnaire. 

When the subject had finished, the experimenter 

returned and, before debriefing, ascertained whether or not 

the subject had suspected that he had been interacting with 

a confederate and that he had been deceived. This was 

accomplished by asking three specific questions in the 

following order: 



1. "What did you think about the experiment?" 

2. "What did you think of your partner?" 

3. "Is there anything else you would like to comment 

on or discuss?" 

If the subject expressed any suspicion or doubt at 

any point during the above questioning, either directly or 

indirectly, his data were excluded from the data analysis. 

At the end of this discussion, the subject was thoroughly 

debriefed about the real purpose of the study, the task of 

the confederate, and the hypotheses of the experiment. The 

experimenter took particular care to ensure that the sub

jects had no ill-feelings about the deception involved and 

explained as clearly as possible why deception had been 

necessary. She then invited the subject to leave his 

address with her if he wished to receive a summary of the 

results. Following this, the subject met with the con

federate again, in the presence of the experimenter, so 

that he would be fully reassured that the confederate was 

in reality neither depressed nor anxious. 

Experimenter and Confederate 

The experimenter was a twenty-seven year old, 

Caucasian female, author of the present study. The con

federate of the experimenter was a twenty-year old, 

Caucasian female college senior. She received extensive 

training via use of audio/visual feedback, and guidance by 
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the experimenter in implementing the three roles. It should 

be noted that the confederate was not informed of the 

specific hypotheses of the study. 

The three roles, "depressed," "anxious," and 

"normal" were identical in biographical content. However, 

the confederate altered her behavior, expression of affect, 

and attitude about subject matter depending on which role 

she was enacting. For example, when "depressed" the con

federate spoke in a low voice, had minimal eye contact and 

reported that she felt depressed and gloomy about exam 

performance, her relationship with roommates and friends. 

In the anxious role, she spoke in a quick, jerky tone; 

showed frequent but short eye contact, and complained of 

feeling nervous about exams and worrying about her rela

tionships with others. Finally, in the normal role, she 

spoke in an alive way, showed frequent eye contact, and 

reported no problems with school or her social life. For a 

detailed description of the three roles see Appendix B. 

In order to assess whether the independent variable 

(i.e., the confederate's role) had been manipulated ade

quately, subjects were required to rate the degree of de

pression and anxiety of the confederate as they perceived 

it during the interaction. This rating scale had been in

corporated in the larger questionnaire relating to the 

subjects' perception of the confederate, entitled 
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"Interpersonal Reaction Scale." This scale was given after 

the interaction with the confederate (see Appendix C). 

Training of Judges and Reliability 

The coders were selected from a pool of under

graduate volunteers. The only criteria for their selection 

was a willingness and ability to commit themselves to the 

demands of the project. For all measures, with the excep

tion of deception, the pairs of judges consisted of one male 

and one female assistant. In the case of the deception 

measure all four judges were female. In all cases, raters 

were blind to the experimental hypotheses. They were 

trained by the experimenter in eight one-hour sessions on 

practice videotapes which were not a part of the final data. 

The reliability of the ratings for each measure was assessed 

by the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient, both 

at the end of the training sessions and throughout the 

coding of the data to avoid slippage of reliability. 

Measures 

A variety of self-report and behavioral measures 

were employed to assess the mood of the subjects prior to, 

and immediately after, the interaction with the confederate. 

The perception of their partner, and their behavior during 

the interaction were also measured. A description of the 

measures grouped by construct follows. 
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Mood 

Several measures of mood were included which related 

to depression, anxiety, and hostility. Depression and 

hostility were assessed by the two respective scales of the 

MAACL (Zuckerman and Lubin, 19 65). This scale requires the 

subject to check the words which describe how he is feeling 

at that particular moment. Anxiety was assessed by the 

State Anxiety Scale (Speilberger et al., 1970). This 

instrument contains twenty different statements and the 

subject is required to rate himself on a four-point scale 

for each of them. 

In addition to these measures, one behavioral 

measure of depression and one of anxiety were obtained. The 

degree of depression in each subject was assessed by the 

total number of negative statements that the subject made 

during the twenty-minute discussion. Negative statements 

were operationally defined as statements that "intend to 

communicate to the confederate an unpleasant/uncomfortable 

feeling, idea, or thought; or statements which describe an 

unpleasant situation. An example of such a statement would 

be: 'I'm not looking forward to the following semester, 

even the thought of it depresses me.'" A detailed descrip

tion of this measure and manner of recording are presented 

in Appendix D. 

The level of anxiety in each subject was assessed 

by the degree of "speech disturbances" the subject showed 
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during interaction with the confederate. This measure has 

been developed by Kasl and Mahl (1958) and in general refers 

to speech that is disrupted in some way. An example of this 

would be a stutter, a slip-of-the-tongue, or an omission. 

The operational definition of the specific categories of 

speech disturbance employed in the present study are pre

sented in Appendix E. 

Attraction 

The degree of interpersonal attraction which the 

subjects felt toward the confederate was assessed by self-

report questionnaires which consisted of seven Likert-type 

attraction scales with questions adapted from Coyne (1976b). 

These scales were incorporated into a larger questionnaire, 

"The Interpersonal Reaction Scale" (IRS), which was devised 

by the experimenter. This scale included questions such as 

"To what extent do you think you would like this person if 

you got to know him/her better?" and "To what extent do you 

think you would like to date this person?" The inter

personal attraction score was computed by obtaining the 

mean score of items 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 of the scale. 

See Appendix C for the individual items which comprise the 

IRS. 

In addition, eye-gaze was employed as a behavioral 

measure of interpersonal attraction. Two independent judges, 

who were informed about the experimental hypotheses, 



measured the amount of eye-gaze (in seconds) shown by the 

subject toward the confederate. This measure was obtained 

from the videotapes and was conducted for the Baseline, 

Probe Period 1, and Probe Period 2. The total amount of 

eye-gaze for each subject was computed by computing the 

number of seconds of eye-gaze during each of the three 

periods. For a copy of the coding instructions see 

Appendix F. 

Support and Advice 

The amount of support and advice offered by the 

subjects to the confederate during the interaction was 

measured. These were assessed by the number of support and 

advice statements that the subjects made during the entire 

twenty minutes. The statements were operationally defined 

as "statements of understanding, particularly of problems 

and/or distress"; "statements of encouragement, hope, and 

support"; and statements that gave some kind of direct/ 

indirect advice to the confederate. For example, "I'm sure 

that pretty soon you'll stop worrying," "I hope you'll soon 

feel better." These statements were recorded by another 

pair of independent judges again uninformed about the 

experimental hypotheses. The total number of advice and 

support statements were computed separately for each subject. 

See Appendix G for a description of these measures. 
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Deception 

The deception measure was developed in order to 

assess any possible attempts to hide negative or uncomfort

able feelings from the confederate. This measure was de

veloped by the experimenter and employed four additional 

judges who were uninformed about the experimental hypothe

ses. The judges were informed that they would be shown two 

silent segments from each videotape. They were told that 

during the first segment (Baseline) the subject was being 

"honest" in his interaction with the confederate. They 

were asked to compare a later section of the tape (Probe 

Period 2) to the Baseline and to assess whether the subject 

was being honest or whether he was attempting to be decep

tive in this later segment. To aid the judges in making 

their decisions, the experimenter offered some guidelines 

for rating deception. For example, they were told that 

subjects may reveal their attempts to deceive by certain 

non-verbal cues such as body posture, mannerisms, and facial 

expression. In addition, a seven-point scale was employed 

to assess the confidence of the judges in making their 

decision. For a copy of the instructions to the judges see 

Appendix H. 

An additional indirect measure of deception was 

obtained by having subjects rate the positiveness of their 

behavior in comparison to their actual feelings toward the 

confederate on two separate Likert-type scales. It was 
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assumed that if the subjects rated their behavior toward the 

confederate more positively than their feelings toward her, 

they they were attempting to hide their real feelings toward 

her and were therefore acting deceptively to some extent. 

For a description of those two scales see Item 13 of the 

Interpersonal Reaction Scale in Appendix C. 

Volume 

An exploratory procedure was employed to measure 

voice volume. The voice volume of each subject was obtained 

from the Baseline and Probe Period 2 segments of the video

tapes. Each videotape was connected to a polygraph machine 

that converts voice volume into measurable wave patterns. 

To compute the voice volume for each subject the experi

menter added the vertical axes of all the wave patterns in 

each segment using a millimeter rule and divided by the sum 

of the horizontal axes in the same segment. In this way 

the ratio of the vertical by the horizontal measurements 

represented the voice volume for that segment. The statis

tical analysis was performed on the mean of the two seg

ments for each subject with high numbers indicating high 

voice volume and the low numbers indicating low voice 

volume. 

Perception of the Confederate 

Further aspects of the subjects' perceptions of 

the confederate were assessed by Likert-type scales on the 



Interpersonal Reaction Scale. This scale measured the 

degree of the confederate's adjustment, demandingness, and 

self-centeredness as perceived by the subject. See Items 

3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 of the Interpersonal Reaction Scale in 

Appendix C. 



RESULTS 

Reliability of Behavioral Measures 

During the training phase for the coders, relia

bility was assessed for each behavioral measure and for each 

pair of observers in two ways: (1) by calculating the 

Effective Percentage Agreement (Gelfand and Hartmann, 1975) 

of the two observers on each subject they coded for a 

particular behavior such as eye-gaze; (2) by calculating 

the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient for 

every eight or more subjects coded by each pair of observers. 

At the end of the training phase, the reliability for each 

measure as calculated by the correlation coefficient was 

above r = .85. 

During the data collection phase, reliability was 

assessed by using the Pearson Product Moment Correlation 

Coefficient on a weekly basis for each pair of coders on 

each behavior to prevent slippage of reliability. No 

further training was required for the observers since high 

reliability was maintained throughout the data collecting. 

The reliability coefficient for each measure is presented 

in Table 2. 

Statistical Analyses 

A number of statistical tests were employed to 

analyze the data. Analyses of variance were employed for 
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Table 2. Reliability Coefficients for All Behavioral 
Measures 

30 

Measure Correlation Coefficient (r) 

Eye-gaze 

Speech disturbance 

Support statements 

Advice Statements 

Negative Statements 

.89 

.81 

.87 

.93 

.95 

all self-report measures with the exception of the repeated 

measures (i.e., MAACL and State Anxiety Scale). The 

Newman-Keuls Test was used for multiple post-hoc comparisons. 

Analysis of covariance with pretest score as the 

covariate was used for all repeated measures which included 

both self-report and behavioral measures. The Tukey test 

was used for pairwise post-hoc comparisons for those 

measures. Finally, the Chi-square test was used to analyze 

nominal level data obtained from the deception measure. 

Checks on the Manipulation 

In order to check whether the manipulation of the 

independent variable, i.e., the confederate's roles, was 

successful, two items on the Interpersonal Reaction Scale 

were included. One of them assessed the degree to which 

subjects perceived the confederate as depressed, and the 
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other assessed the degree to which the confederate was per

ceived as anxious. 

Depression. Analysis of variance and post-hoc 

comparisons with the Newman-Keuls procedure revealed that 

there were significant differences among the three groups 

on this measure. Subjects who conversed with the con

federate when she was depressed perceived her as signifi

cantly more depressed than did subjects who interacted with 

the confederate in the other two roles (F;jy44 = 02.75, p < 

.0001, T = -4.92, p. = < .0001, T = 12.70, p < .0001) . See 

Appendix I for a table of the means and standard deviations 

on this measure. 

Anxiety. Similar results were obtained on this 

measure. Analysis of variance revealed significant differ

ences among the three groups. Post-hoc comparisons with the 

Newman-Keuls procedure indicated that subjects who conversed 

with the anxious confederate perceived her significantly 

more anxious than did subjects in the other two groups 

= 5.89, p < .005, T = 3.43, p < .001). See Appendix 

J for the means and standard deviations on this measure 

The above results suggest that the manipulation of 

the confederate's roles was successful. When the con

federate enacted the depressed role, she was indeed per

ceived as depressed. Similarly, when she enacted the 
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anxious role, she was perceived as more anxious than in the 

other two roles. 

Outcome Measures 

Self-Report Measures 

Mood. This measure included an assessment of de

pression, hostility, and anxiety as evaluated by the three 

respective scales of the Multiple Affect Adjective Check-

.list, before and after the interaction. 

Depression: Analysis of covariance revealed no 

significant differences among the depression, anxiety, and 

control groups on this measure. Planned comparisons among 

the three groups with the Tukey test again revealed no sig

nificant differences. 

Hostility: Analysis of covariance on the hostility 

measure revealed significant differences among the three 

groups (F2/44 = p < .005). Pairwise comparisons with 

the Tukey test indicated that subjects who interacted with 

a normal confederate were significantly more hostile than 

subjects who interacted with the anxious confederate 

(ql/44 = 15-99' P- < -001). 

Anxiety: Analysis of covariance on anxiety and 

planned comparisons with the Tukey test revealed that there 

were no significant differences among the three groups on 

this measure. 
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The means and standard deviations for each group on 

each of the above measures are presented in Appendix J. 

Attraction. Analysis of variance on this measure 

which was comprised of seven Likert-type items on the Inter

personal reaction scale, as well as pairwise comparisons by 

the Newman-Keuls procedure, revealed no significant differ

ences among the groups. The means and standard deviations 

for each group on this measure are presented in Appendix J. 

Deception. As mentioned in the methods section, 

two Likert-type items, one referring to positiveness of 

behavior and one referring to positiveness of feelings 

toward the confederate, were used as an indirect self-

report measure of deception in the subject. Analysis of 

variance and the Newman-Keuls test were applied to both 

scales and revealed no significant differences among the 

three groups. The means and standard deviations are pre

sented in Appendix K. 

Perception of Confederate. This measure consisted 

of three items on the Interpersonal Reaction Scale. 

Adjustment: Analysis of variance was employed on 

this measure and revealed significant differences among the 

three groups (F^y^ = 38.52, p < .0001). Post-hoc compari

sons with the Newman-Keuls procedure indicated that the 

confederate was seen as least adjusted in the depressed 
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role, less so in the anxious role, and most adjusted in the 

normal role (p < .05 for all comparisons). 

Demandingness and Self-Centeredness: Analysis of 

variance and post-hoc comparisons by the Newman-Keuls pro

cedure revealed no significant differences among the three 

groups on either measure. 

See Appendix K for the means and standard devia

tions for the three measures related to the perception of 

the confederate. 

Behavioral Measures 

Depression: An indirect measure of depressed mood 

as induced by the confederate was negative statements made 

by the subjects during the interaction. Analysis of 

variance on this measure yielded significant differences 

among the three groups 44 = 7-21, p < .022) . The 

Newman-Keuls test was performed on the same measure and 

revealed that subjects in the anxious and depressed condi

tion made more negative statements than subjects in the 

normal condition. Also, subjects in the anxious condition 

made more negative statements than subjects in the control 

group (q = 3.28, p < .002, and q = 1.94, p < .05). Means 

and standard deviations are presented in Appendix L. 

Anxiety: Analysis of covariance on speech-

disturbance, a behavioral measure of anxiety, revealed sig

nificant differences among the groups (*"-^44 = 3.52, 



p < .05). Planned comparisons between Baseline and Probe 

Period 1 with the Tukey test indicated that subjects who 

interacted with the depressed or with the anxious con

federate showed more speech disturbance than subjects who 

conversed with the confederate in the normal role (q = 5.25, 

p < .05, and q = 9.92, p < .01). Similar results were ob

tained between Baseline and Probe Period 2 (q = 7.29, p < 

.01 and q = 4.27, p < .05). The means and standard devia

tions on speech disturbance are presented in Appendix L. 

Eye-gaze: Analysis of covariance and subsequent 

post-hoc analysis of this measure revealed no significant 

differences among the three groups. See Appendix L for the 

means and standard deviations. 

Supportive statements: Analysis of variance was 

performed on the number of positive statements given by the 

subjects to the confederate in each of the three roles. It 

was revealed that there were significant differences among 

the three groups (^2/44 = 3.1, p < .0001). The Newman-Keuls 

procedure was employed for post-hoc comparisons. It was 

found that subjects who conversed with the depressed con

federate made significantly more supportive statements than 

subjects in the other two groups (q = 6.37, p < .0001). 

Also, subjects who conversed with the anxious confederate 

gave significantly more supportive statements than subjects 

in the normal condition (q = 6.75, p < .0001). Group means 

and standard deviations are presented in Appendix L. 
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Advice statements: Similar results were obtained on 

the number of statements of advice the subjects gave to the 

confederate. Analysis of variance revealed significant 

differences among the three groups = 9.68, p < .0001). 

Post-hoc comparisons with the Newman-Keuls procedure indi

cated that subjects who conversed with the depressed con

federate made significantly more advice statements than 

subjects in the other two groups (q = 3.58, p < .001). In 

addition, subjects who conversed with the anxious con

federate made more advice statements than subjects in the 

normal group (q = 2.54, p < .01). Appendix L includes a 

table of the group means and standard deviations on this 

measure. 

Voice volume: Analysis of covariance on voice 

volume of the subjects during conversation with the con

federate yielded significant differences among the three 

groups (F;jy44 = 13.23, p < .001). Post-hoc comparisons with 

the Tukey test revealed that subjects who conversed with the 

depressed confederate showed less voice volume than subjects 

in the other two groups (q = 18.75, p < .0001). There was 

no significant difference in voice volume between the other 

two groups. See Appendix L for the group means and standard 

deviations. 

Deception: A behavioral measure of deception was 

obtained by having independent judges rate the subjects on 

deception. Since adequate reliability could not be obtained 



on this measure, further analyses will not be reported. 

See Appendix L for a table of the group names. 

Summary of Results 

Overall, the results from the self-report measures 

did not support the hypotheses relating to mood. Specific

ally, the three groups did not differ significantly on de

pression or anxiety, while findings on the hostility 

measure were in a direction contrary to the hypothesis; 

i.e., subjects in the depressed group were less hostile 

than subjects in the other two groups and subjects in the 

normal condition were more hostile than subjects in the 

anxious group. In addition, the confederate was not re

jected any more in the depressed role than in the other two 

roles. 

On the other hand, behavioral measures of mood 

partially supported the hypothesis related to induced 

negative affect. Subjects in the depressed and anxious 

groups made significantly more negative statements than 

subjects in the normal group. However, subjects in the 

anxious group also made more negative statements than sub

jects in the normal group. Findings on speech disturbance 

as a behavioral measure of anxiety partially supported the 

hypothesis with regard to that mood. Subjects in the 

anxious group showed more speech disturbance than subjects 

in the normal group. 
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Results from the self-report and behavioral 

measures of attraction (eye-gaze) did not support the 

author's hypothesis. No significant differences among the 

three groups were found on that measure. Findings on be

havioral measures related to the amount of support and 

advice given by the subjects to the confederate supported 

the hypotheses. Subjects in the depressed condition gave 

more support and advice than subjects in the other two 

groups. Similarly, the hypothesis with regard to voice 

volume of the subjects was supported. Subjects in the de

pressed group showed the lowest voice volume while there 

were no significant differences between the other two groups 

on that measure. The hypothesis related to deception was 

not supported by results on either the self-report or be

havioral measure. 

Finally, with regard to the negative perception of 

the confederate by the subjects, it was found that, indeed, 

subjects who conversed with the depressed confederate found 

her more depressed, and less adjusted than subjects in the 

other two groups. However, measures of demandingness and 

self-centeredness yielded no significant differences among 

the three groups. 



DISCUSSION 

The results of the present study are complex and 

difficult to interpret partly because some of the findings 

were inconsistent with those reported by previous studies. 

Coyne (1976b) and Hammen and Peters (1978) report 

that interaction with a depressed person induced a negative 

mood in others. Coyne (1976b) found that subjects were 

significantly more depressed, anxious, and hostile fol

lowing interaction with depressed patients than following 

interactions with non-depressed or normal controls. Hammen 

and Peters' (1978) results were in the same direction but 

of borderline significance and included no comparison with 

non-depressed controls. In the present study, the results 

obtained using the same measure yielded no significant 

differences between subjects interacting with the depressed, 

anxious, and normal confederate. Furthermore, a surprising 

finding was that subjects who interacted with the con

federate in the normal role were significantly more hostile 

than the subjects who interacted with the confederate in 

the anxious role. 

The lack of support for the hypotheses on the self-

report measures cannot be attributed to inadequate manipula

tion of the independent variable. The results with regard 

to how the subjects perceived the confederate indicated 
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that the confederate was perceived as most depressed and 

least adjusted when enacting the depressed role. She was 

perceived as less depressed and more anxious when she was 

enacting the anxious role while she was perceived as least 

depressed and most adjusted in the normal role which sug

gests that the manipulation of the independent variable was 

successful. 

On possible explanation that could account for the 

discrepancy between the results of this study and previous 

ones is that these results were obtained by measuring the 

mood of the subjects prior to and following the interaction 

to increase the power of the experimental design. Since a 

time interval of only thirty minutes elapsed between the 

pre- and postmeasures, it is possible that subjects, in an 

attempt to be consistent in their responses, replicated the 

answers on the questionnaires. The findings on the two 

behavioral measures of mood lend indirect support to this 

possibility. Subjects who interacted with the confederate 

in the anxious role made significantly more negative state

ments and showed significantly more speech disturbance than 

subjects who interacted with the confederate in the normal 

role. This suggests that subjects showed some "depressed" 

and "anxious" behavior. This latter finding may indicate 

that either the subjects were inconsistent in their self-

reported mood and their actual behavior or that the short 

pre-post time interval created an artifact. It may be 
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beneficial in future replications of this study to increase 

the time interval between the pre and post mood measures 

and/or use different forms of the mood questionnaire. 

Contrary to predictions, in the present study, 

findings on the self-report measure of attraction and eye 

gaze, a behavioral measure of attraction, yielded no sig

nificant differences between the three groups. Therefore, 

the hypothesis that the confederate in the depressed role 

would be perceived as least attractive, i.e., would be more 

rejected by the subjects, was not supported by the results. 

This is inconsistent with both the results of Coyne (1976b) 

and Haramen and Peters (19 78) who found that subjects were 

significantly more rejecting of the depressed persons. This 

discrepancy in findings is puzzling; one speculation is that 

the subjects in this study were not informed that they would 

have no future interaction with their partner, while in 

Coyne's and Hammen and Peters' studies this information was 

given explicitly to the subjects. This factor may have 

encouraged inhibition in the subjects' responses in that 

they were unwilling to express any discomfort with the 

confederate in the expectation that they would possibly 

meet with her again. 

The results on the amount of advice given by the 

subjects to the confederate indicate that the confederate 

in the anxious and the depressed roles elicited more advice 

than when in the normal role. Although the results were in 
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the predicted direction, differences between subjects who 

interacted with the depressed or the anxious confederate 

were not significant. 

On the other hand, the hypothesis regarding the 

amount of support given by the subjects to the confederate 

was corroborated by the results. The confederate in the 

depressed role elicited significantly more supportive state

ments from the subjects than when she was in the anxious or 

normal roles. This finding is interesting because it may 

suggest a subtle difference in the way people respond to a 

person who is depressed than to a person who has complaints 

of a different nature such as tension and anxiety. If 

indeed there is such a fine difference in the way people 

respond to a depressed person than to a person with other 

emotional complaints, it may be profitable for further 

research to focus on refining measures that may capture the 

quality of such interactions rather than addressing itself 

to global aspects of interpersonal responses. 

An exploratory behavioral measure which attempted to 

capture the quality of interaction with a depressed person 

was the voice volume of the subjects. The results supported 

the hypothesis with regard to this measure; subjects who 

interacted with the confederate in the depressed role 

showed significantly lower voice volume than those in the 

other two groups. This measure was employed for its face 

value in potentially indicating a lack of enthusiasm and a 
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"depressed mood" in the subjects. Although this was an 

exploratory measure and the subsequent results should there

fore be treated with caution, it does suggest that similar 

behavioral measures might be employed by future research in 

order to further delineate aspects of social interaction 

with depressed people. 

Two further exploratory measures which were em

ployed to assess the possible "deception" of the subjects 

when interacting with the confederate did not yield any 

significant differences among the three groups. However, it 

may be of value to replicate this experiment and include a 

series of multiple interactions with a depressed person 

before this hypothesis is rejected. It should be noted that 

Coyne (19 76a) discussed the double message of reassurance 

and "rejection" of others toward the depressed person in 

the context of an interpersonal relationship rather than a 

one-time interaction. 

A lack of significant differences between the de

pressed and anxious conditions has been noted in several 

measures in this study which may suggest that the theo

retical predictions may not be specific to depression but 

may equally apply to other emotional states such as anxiety. 

It therefore seems imperative to conduct further experi

ments that would attempt to delineate similarities and dif

ferences between responses of others to a variety of dis

tressed conditions. 
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The findings of the present study although complex, 

taken in the context of previous studies, do offer addi

tional support to the general hypothesis that depressed 

persons influence others in their interpersonal environment 

and possibly do so in ways that are specific to the depres

sive dysfunction. Additional experimentation employing 

multiple confederates in a series of interactions may 

further clarify hypotheses related to issues such as "de

ception" and inconsistent reassurance and support as dis

cussed by Coyne (1976a). 

The empirical question still remains whether these 

findings can be generalized to encompass the close inter

personal environment of the depressed person which would 

include friends and relatives. Continued experimentation 

with college students may in fact obscure the quality of 

such interactions because of the artificial element in a 

highly controlled paradigm, and therefore research em

ploying depressed persons interacting with significant 

others may prove more fruitful at this point. 

Implications of further research in the area of 

interpersonal aspects of depression are obvious. If, in

deed, depressive symptomatology is maintained and/or 

accentuated by the quality of the social interactions of 

the depressed person, then therapeutic attempts should 

focus on both the depressed individual and his relation

ships with significant others. Finally, this line of 
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research would naturally lead to a new area of exploration 

of the therapeutic relationship of the depressed person and 

responses of therapists toward such individuals. 



APPENDIX A 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

Subject's Consent 

We are conducting an experiment to gain information 
about how people get to know each other. We are interested 
in many aspects of the acquaintance process including first 
impressions, initial conversations, and the reactions people 
have to each other after brief encounters. 

Your role in the experiment will be to converse with 
another undergraduate subject for about twenty minutes. To 
help us evaluate your impressions, you will be asked to fill 
out several questionnaires before and after the interaction. 
In addition, the conversation will be videotaped and at a 
later time rated on various dimensions by research assistants 
recruited for this purpose. 

In total, the experiment will take approximately 
forty-five minutes to an hour to complete. At the conclusion 
of the session I will respond to any questions or comments 
you may have about the study. 

All information you provide is strictly confidential 
and will be used only for research purposes. To help ensure 
confidentiality all forms and questionnaires will be 
identified by letter codes. The videotapes will be viewed 
only by assistants rating the interaction. These raters 
will not have access to your names and the tapes will be 
destroyed after the data are coded. 

I have read the above "Subject's Consent Form." 
The nature and demands of the project have been explained 
to me. I understand that my participation in the study may 
be of no further benefit to me except that I may learn some
thing about the way I interact with other people. I also 
understand that I may ask questions and that I am free to 
withdraw from the experiment at any time without ill will. 
In addition, if, at the conclusion of this study I do not 
wish the data I have supplied to be used I may so indicate. 
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I have carefully explained the nature of the above 
project. I certify that to the best of my knowledge the 
subject signing this consent form understands the nature of 
his or her participation in this study. 

Subject's Signature Investigator's Signature 

Date Date 



APPENDIX B 

GUIDELINES FOR THE CONFEDERATE'S ROLE ENACTMENT 

Script 

The biographical content was identical for all three 

roles and consisted of the following script: 

Name: Wendy 

Age: 22 

Education: College Sophomore 

Major Course of Study: Undecided 

Living circumstances: Lives nearby the University. Shares 

apartment with two female roommates. 

Family History: Wendy is an only child. Her parents 

were divorced when she was ten years 

old. Her mother currently lives in 

Phoenix and her father in Chicago. 

Neither of them attended college. 

They place a lot of pressure on her 

with regard to academic achievement. 
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Verbal Behavior 

Statements of; 

Negative feelings 
tov/ard self 

Sadness 

Negative feelings 
toward past, 
present, future 

Tension 

Physical symptoms 

Other-self ratio* 

Initiates new 
topics 

Roles 

Depressed 

many 

many 

many 

few 

fatigue 

10/90 

only after 
prolonged 
silence 

Anxious 

some with 
elements of 
hope 

none 

some with 
elements of 
hope 

many 

tachycardia, 
stomach dis
comfort 

60/40 

after very 
short 
silences 

Normal 

none 

none 

none 

many 

none 

50/50 

readily 

*Refers to amount of time spent talking about the partner 
over the amount of time spent talking about one's self. 
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Nonverbal Behavior 

Tone of voice 

Volume of voice 

Posture 

Movement 

Eye-Contact 

Attention Span 

Facial Expression 

Fidgeting 

Number of 
illustrators 

Number of self-
adaptors 

Roles 

Depressed Anxious Normal 

monotone "shaky" modulated 

soft varies normal 

"slumped" somewhat 
rigid 

relaxed 

slow jerky normal 

infrequent frequent 
but very 
short 

frequent 

varied short long 

gloomy tense relaxed 

absent present absent 

very few some many 

some many none 

aMovement directly related to speech serving to illustrate 
what is being said verbally 

Movement performed with little awareness, not related to 
speech, there is no intention to communicate (e.g., wiping 
lips with the tongue) 



APPENDIX C 

INTERPERSONAL REACTION SCALE 

Please rate your reactions to the person with whom 
you interacted by circling the appropriate number. 

1. To what extent do you think you would like this person 
if you got to know him/her better? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all moderately very much 

2. To what extent do you think you would like to work with 
this person on an experiment? 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
very much moderately not at all 

3. To what extent do you think this person is well 
adjusted? 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
very much moderately not at all 

4. To what extent do you think you would like to date this 
person? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all moderately very much 

5. To what extent do you think this person is demanding? 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
very much moderately not at all 
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6. To what extent do you think this person is friendly? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all moderately very much 

7. To what extent do you think this person is depressed? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all moderately very much 

8. To what extent do you think this person is physically 
attractive? 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
very much moderately not at all 

9. To what extent do you think this person is self-
centered? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all moderately very much 

10. To what extent did you enjoy talking to this person? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not at all moderately very much 

11. To what extent do you think this person is anxious? 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
very much moderately not at all 

12. To what extent do you think this person is warm? 

1 2 
not at all 

3 4 5 
moderately 

6 7 
very much 
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13. Sometimes we find ourselves in situations in which it 
may be appropriate not to show our true feelings. For 
example, in casual conversation, we may feel irritable 
or tired but behave in a friendly and pleasant manner. 
At other times we may feel bored but appear interested, 
or feel angry and behave as though we're not. Certainly 
in our everyday interactions with people there are many 
ways that our behavior may differ from how we actually 
feel. Please rate your feelings with your behavior 
toward your partner during your conversation with 
her/him. 

In general, my true feelings toward my partner were: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
not positive moderately very 
at all positive positive 

In general, my behavior toward my partner was: 

1 2 3 4 
moderately 
positive 

5 6 
not positive 
at all 

very 
positive 



APPENDIX D 

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AND METHOD OF RECORDING OF 
NEGATIVE STATEMENTS 

Negative Statements 

In general these are statements that intend to 

communicate to the listener an unpleasant-uncomfortable 

feeling, idea or thought. Usually negative statements will 

contain verbs of failure, disappointment, unhappiness, 

anxiety, worrying, boredom, such as "flunking," "being 

worried," "being depressed," "arguing." Other times they 

may contain positive verbs which are preceded by "not" such 

as "I don't care," "I don't like," etc. Other times they 

may contain adjectives v/hich connote something unpleasant 

such as "nasty," "boring," "mean," "impersonal." The 

general definition and examples above by no means draw 

clear-cut lines between negative statements and other types 

of statements. This is just to give you a flavor of what 

we mean by "negative" statements. Statement is here defined 

as any sentence which contains a main verb, a subject, and 

an object. 

Categories—Operational Definitions 

1. Agreement: Any statement which agrees and/or draws a 

similarity with a negative statement made by the 
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confederate at some previous time (not necessarily just 

before). 

* e.g., C: I don't do well in school 

S: I don't do well in school either 

e.g., S: I'm like you about school, I really don't care 

e.g., C: I'm bored 

S: So am I 

e.g., C: I feel depressed a lot 

S: Me too 

e.g., C: I get anxious 

S: It sounds like me 

2. Spontaneous: Any spontaneous statements or any statement 

in response to the confederate's question which relates 

a negative mood (e.g., worry, anxiety, depression, etc.) 

or relates a negative experience past, present, or 

future. Such experience may refer to the world in 

general, to friends, family, or the subject himself, 

e.g., S: I don't get along with my roommate 

e.g., S: I used to have a lot of problems with school 

e.g., S: Sometimes I work real hard and then I flunk a 

test and that really depresses me 

e.g., S: I feel depressed (upset, worried, anxious, un

comfortable) 

*C indicates confederate 
S indicates subject 
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Note: To identify negative statements you need to listen 

to both the subject and the confederate although, of 

course, you need to focus on the subject. 

Method of Recording 

You are to record the occurrence or non-occurrence 

of any of the preceding categories for each one minute 

interval during the entire session. If two or more state

ments occur during the same interval you record once. If 

one category occurs more than once during the same interval 

you record it once. If a category overlaps two or more 

intervals you record it once under the interval it first 

occurred. Thus, for any given subject (session) the maximum 

number of occurrences you may have is twenty since you are 

recording every minute for twenty minutes. 

To record you need a stopwatch. Put the tape on, 

thread it one and a half times and you will hear "start 

recording now." As soon as you hear the word "now" you 

start the stopwatch and you record "1" if the statement 

occurred, or "0" if the statement did not occur for every 

one minute interval for the entire tape. You will need to 

consult your stopwatch to be able to identify each new 

interval. Do not interrupt recording in the middle of any 

session. 



APPENDIX E 

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AND METHOD OF RECORDING 
SPEECH DISTURBANCE 

"Speech disturbance" refers to speech that is dis

rupted in some way. Anything included in any of the 

categories below would be classified as speech disturbance. 

Categories—Operational Definitions 

1. Sentence Change: A correction in the form or content of 

the expression while the word progression occurs. To 

be scored, these changes must be sensed by the listener 

as interruptions in the flow of the sentence. 

e.g., "Well she's . . . already she's lonesome" 

e.g., "That was ... it will be two years ago in the 

fall" 

2. Repetition: The serial, superfluous repetition of one or 

more words, usually one or two words. 

e.g., "Because they . . . they get along pretty well 

together" 

e.g., "He was ... he was sharing the office" 

3. Stutter: e.g., "It sort of well 1 . . . 1 . . . leaves 

a memory" 

4. Omission: Parts of words or (rarely) entire words may 

be omitted. Contractions are not counted. Most 
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omissions are of the final one or two parts of words and 

are associated with sentence change and repetition, 

e.g., "She mourn . . . was in mourning for about two 

years" 

e.g., "Then their anni . . . their wedding anniversary 

comes around" 

Sentence incompletion: An expression is interrupted, 

clearly left incomplete and the communication proceeds 

without correction. 

e.g., "Well I'm sorry I couldn't get here last week so 

I could ... I was getting a child ready for camp" 

Intruding incoherent sound; A sound that is absolutely 

incoherent to the listener. It intrudes without itself 

altering the form of the expression and cannot be 

conceived as a stutter, omission, or neologism although 

it may be such in reality. 

e.g., "If I see a girl I'd like to take out I just . . . 

dhp . . . ask her" 

Tongue-slips: This includes neologisms, transposition 

of entire words from their correct serial position in 

sentence, and the substitution of an unintended word 

for an intended one. 

e.g., "We spleat the bitches" instead of "We split the 

beaches" 

e.g., "He was born in their hou (house) , . . hospital 

and came to their house" 
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e.g., "The reason that I don't . . . didn't seem to 

feel the love for him" 

Please Note: 

a) The frequently encountered sound "ah" (hesitation) is 

not counted. 

b) If a speech disturbance overlaps two intervals it is 

counted once. 

c) If a speech disturbance can be classified under two or 

more categories, it is counted once. 

d) If two or more speech disturbances occur in the same 

sentence they are counted separately. 

e) If a speech disturbance occurs because the subject was 

interrupted by the confederate it is not counted as a 

speech disturbance. 

f) Keep in mind that as you become familiar with the 

subject's manner of speaking your sensitivity to speech 

disturbance may be decreased, so be alert. 

Method of Recording 

You need to record the frequency (number of times) 

of any or each of the previous categories every sixty 

seconds, for the following probe periods: first and second 

minute, tenth and eleventh minute and seventeenth and 

eighteenth minute of each session (subject). So for every 

sixty seconds, you tally each incidence of speech dis

turbance. To do this you need a stopwatch. You put on the 
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tape, thread it one and a half times and then you will 

hear the words "Start the recording now." As soon as you 

hear the word now, you start your stopwatch and you start 

tallying for the first two minutes. Consult your stopwatch 

to identify the one minute intervals and to identify the 

end of the first two minutes. Then repeat the same pro

cedure for the remaining two probe periods. Do not inter

rupt recording in the middle of a session. 



APPENDIX F 

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION AND METHOD OF 
RECORDING EYE-GAZE 

You are to record the amount of time the subject is 

looking at the confederate during the following probe 

periods: 1st and 2nd minute, 10th and 11th, and 17th and 

18th minutes. 

To determine whether the subject is looking $t the 

confederate you need to attend to the subject's eyes. If 

you cannot, then visualize the table's diagonal at the level 

of their heads. If the subject's head is 45 degrees to the 

left or to the right of this diagonal you record no eye-

gaze. Upward or downward head movements should be ignored. 

To record you need two stopwatches. You will use stopwatch 

1 to count minutes off the tape so that you can identify 

the three probe periods. You will use stopwatch 2 to record 

the eye-gaze. 

Steps: put tape on and thread it one and a half 

times; you will hear the words "start recording now," at 

the word "now" you start stopwatch 1 and leave it running 

(use no sound after you hear the signal). As soon as the 

subject starts to look at the confederate you start stop

watch 2, when he stops you stop it without resetting it, 

you start it again as soon as he is looking again, and 
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proceed like this till the end of the first two minutes. 

Note: to know the end of the first probe period you need to 

glance at stopwatch 1 from time to time. Then you wait till 

the 10th minute (again by consulting stopwatch 1) and repeat 

the same procedure for the 10th and 11th minutes and record 

it. You do the same for the 17th and 18th minutes. Note: 

you need to reset stopwatch 2 before each probe period and 

you need to record immediately after each period. Avoid 

stopping during the middle of any session. 



APPENDIX G 

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS AND METHOD OF RECORDING 
SUPPORT AND ADVICE STATEMENTS 

Support Statements 

These are statements of understanding, statements 

of encouragement, hope and support addressed by the subject 

to the confederate. This definition by no means exhausts 

the list of statements that would be classified as support 

statements. It is only meant to give you a flavor of what 

we mean by "support statements." 

Categories—Operational Definitions 

1. Acknowledgment: Any statement that acknowledges or 

recognizes a source of stress or a problem area in the 

life of the confederate which she may or may not have 

identified herself. 

* e.g., C: My oldest siblings did well in college 

S: Are you the youngest? That must put pressure 

on you 

e.g., C: I don't get along with my roommates 

S: That's always a pain 

*C refers to confederate 
S refers to subject 
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e.g., C: I'm taking six units this summer 

S: No wonder you get anxious 

Support: Any statement which is directly supportive, 

e.g., S: It's too bad you feel this way 

e.g., S: I hope things will get better for you 

e.g., S: You sound pretty upset 

Such statements may convey that the subject is concerned 

about the confederate, or the subject may be just 

"reflecting" what the confederate is reporting as in the 

last example. 

Hope: Any statement in which the subject relates a past 

or present experience with the implication that the 

situation improved. Note that a statement which relates 

a negative experience without any implication of hope 

would not be classified as a support statement, 

e.g., C: I don't know what I'm doing in school 

S: At first I didn't know what to study either 

but now I do 

e.g., S: When I was a freshman, I used to worry all the 

time but things gradually got better 

Positive Outlook: Any statement of the subject in which 

he implies another way of looking at things rather than 

a negative way. 

e.g., C: I don't know why I get so upset 
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S: You may feel you are the only one to be 

frustrated about school but most people feel 

the same way 

e.g., C: I don't do well in school 

S: Not everybody does 

5. Questions: Questions which focus or are related to the 

confederate's problem. Usually such questions will 

occur after the confederate has already stated a 

problem. 

e.g., S: Since when have you been feeling like this? 

S: Do you see any solution to your problem? 

S: Is there anything you care about? 

You will notice that "problem" areas identified by the 

confederate are the divorce of her parents, lack of 

energy and motivation, worrying, etc. A question such 

as "do you have a dog?" would not be scored because it 

has no implication of offering support. 

6. Make negative become positive or denial: Any statement 

which denies a negative comment of the confederate about 

herself and/or makes it positive. 

e.g., C: I have no friends 

S: I find this hard to believe (denial) 

e.g., C: Nobody likes me 

S: V7hy? you seem very nice 
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e.g., C: I'm not motivated 

S: Even if you are not motivated now, you will 

get motivated 

Advice Statements 

These are statements of the subject that are 

addressed to the confederate and give some kind of advice, 

direct or indirect, to the confederate with regard to her 

problems and/or her mood. 

Categories—Operational Definitions 

1. Direct Advice: Any statement which contains the words 

"ought," "should," "might," "have to," "must," "you 

may want to try" and is relevant to the confederate 

problems or mood. 

* e.g., S: I would go and talk to somebody 

e.g., S: You should go out more often 

e.g., S: You might want to change roommates 

e.g., S: You ought to take things less seriously 

2. Indirect Advice: Any statement which does not belong to 

the category above but still gives advice and/or offers 

a solution. 

e.g., S: Can't you find a job? Work takes your mind off 

problems 

e.g., S: Playing tennis helps . . . 

*S indicates subject. 
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e.g., S: You take too many units, maybe you could drop 

some 

e.g., S: If I were you I would speak up 

3. Problem solving; Any statement which relates a past or 

present negative experience of the subjects and further 

states ways of dealing with it. 

e.g., S: When I get depressed I go out and it usually 

helps me 

e.g., S: When I feel anxious I say to myself "it's 

o.k., relax" 

e.g., S: Once I got mad so I went and saw a friend and 

my anger went away 

Method of Recording 

You are to record the occurrence or non-occurrence 

of any of the preceding categories for each one minute 

interval during the entire session. If two or more cate

gories occur during the same interval you record once. If 

one category occurs more than once during the same interval 

you record it once. If a category overlaps two or more 

intervals you record it once under the interval it first 

occurred. Thus, for any given subject (session) the 

maximum number of occurrences you may have is twenty since 

you are recording every minute for twenty minutes. 

To record you need a stopwatch. Put the tape on, 

thread it one and a half times and you will hear "start 
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recording now." As soon as you hear the word "now" you 

start the stopwatch and you record 1 if the statement 

occurred, or 0 if the statement did not occur for every one 

minute interval for the entire tape. You will need to 

consult your stopwatch to be able to identify each new 

interval. Do not interrupt recording in the middle of any 

session. 



APPENDIX H 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR JUDGING DECEPTION 

When people engage in social interaction, they often 

do not display all of their feelings. Sometimes they may 

try to conceal some of their true feelings especially if 

those are considered socially inappropriate. All of us 

have, at one time or another, experienced situations during 

which we were talking to an acquaintance, a friend, an 

employer and felt bored, upset, or distraught but tried to 

hide those feelings because we thought they were inappro

priate or we simply did not want the other person to know. 

Research indicates that when people attempt to con

ceal information during an interaction, they do so primarily 

by "manipulating" their face. For example, they may smile 

when they are sad, or present a "cool" face while they are 

upset. However, they tend to pay a lot less attention to 

their body and for this reason the body is a major source of 

deception clues. In other words, you can usually judge 

better whether a person is hiding some feelings by paying 

particular attention to their body (including their arms, 

hands, legs, feet) rather than their face. 

In addition, research indicates that when people 

attempt to conceal their feelings, they often tend to do or 
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show the following behaviors more frequently than when they 

are honest. They may show an increased frequency in some 

or all of the following: 

tense leg positions 

frequent shift of leg posture 

restless feet 

hand-face movement such as playing with the face, 

picking, scratching, etc. 

restless tapping of a pencil or cigarette 

Your Task is the Following: 

You will be seeing videotapes taken during an 

experiment on social interaction during which men (subjects) 

talked with a woman confederate for twenty minutes. Some 

of the subjects were instructed to conceal from the con

federate negative feelings such as boredom, anger, dislike, 

irritation, feeling "turned off" or disinterested. Your job 

is to become "mini-detectives" and recognize the deceptive 

subjects. To facilitate your task, we will show you a two-

minute segment from the beginning of the tape during which 

the subject is being honest. Then you will watch another 

two-minute segment during which the subject may or may not 

be honest. Both segments will be silent. After you watch 

both segments you are to write down whether the subject was 

being honest or whether he was trying to hide his negative 

feelings during the second segment of the tape. To make 



your decision you will have to rely primarily on your own 

judgment and global impression. Note that not all subjects 

will show the behaviors listed above and there will be 

individual differences. Some subjects may show one or two 

behaviors, others all of them, others none. The information 

presented above is just tentative guidelines. Your main 

task is to use your ov/n judgment irrespective of whether the 

signs above are present in the subject's behavior or not. 

Even if none of the signs are present and your impression 

is that of "honest," put down "honest." If your impression 

is that of "deceptive" put down "deceptive." 

The judgment we are asking you to make is a fairly 

hard one. Therefore, if you lean slightly toward "honest" 

rate "honest." If you lean slightly toward "deception,11 

rate "deception." If you are really unsure, then use your 

first impression. 

Please note: Judge each person independently: the 

real number of deceptive subjects lies anywhere between 

five and forty-eight, so guessing will be of no help. 

After the completion of your ratings you will be given 

feedback in terms of your "detection" skills. 



APPENDIX I 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR DEPRESSION AND ANXIETY 
SCALES OF THE INTERPERSONAL REACTION SCALE 

Table 1.1. IRS Depression Scale3 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 6.43 .62 

Anxiety 3.34 1.49 

Normal 1.56 .72 

aA higher score on this scale indicates higher 
level of depression. 

Table 1.2. IRS Anxiety Scalea 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 4.31 1.62 

Anxiety 5.25 1.73 

Normal 3.43 1.03 

aA higher score on this scale indicates higher 
level of anxiety. 
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APPENDIX J 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE DEPRESSION, 
ANXIETY, AND HOSTILITY SCALES OF MAACL AND THE 

ATTRACTION AND DECEPTION OF IRS 

Table J.l. MAACL Depression Scale' 

Conditions Means Std Dev 

Depression 

pre 

post 

Anxiety 

pre 

post 

Normal 

pre 

post 

11.75 

12.18 

10.50 

10.75 

13.31 

13.00 

4.82 

5.19 

5. 68 

6.19 

3.97 

3.40 

A higher score on this scale indicates higher 
level of depression. 
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Table J. 2. MAACL Anxiety Scale3 

Conditions Means Std Dev 

Depression 

pre 5.93 3.47 

post 5.50 3.18 

Anxiety 

pre 5. 81 3.46 

post 4.93 3.02 

Normal 

pre 8. 50 3.28 

post 6.68 •3.4 0 

aA higher score on this scale indicates higher 
level of anxiety. 
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Table J.3. MAACL Hostility Scale3 

Conditions Means Std Dev 

Depression 

pre 6.18 3.05 

post 4.87 2.60 

Anxiety 

pre 6.06 3. 71 

post 4.93 2.90 

Normal 

pre 7.37 3.18 

post 8.68 3.23 

aA higher score on this scale indicates higher 
level of hostility. 



3 b 
Table J.4. IRS —Attraction Scale 
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Conditions Means Std Dev 

Depression 4.73 .72 

Anxiety 4.83 1.15 

Normal 5.36 .83 

a Interpersonal Reaction Scale. 

bT "'High scores on this scale indicate a higher level 
of attraction. 

Table J.5. IRS Deception3 Items 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 

Positive behavior 5.06 1.28 

positive feelings 5.00 1.36 

Anxiety 

Positive behavior 5.62 .95 

Positive feelings 4.93 1.18 

Normal 

Positive behavior 5.37 .95 

Positive feelings 5.12 1.25 

The greater the difference (behavior rating 
higher) between the ratings on the two items, the greater 
the deception. 



APPENDIX K 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE ADJUSTMENT, 
DEMANDINGNESS, AND SELF-CENTEREDNESS SCALES 

OF THE INTERPERSONAL REACTION SCALE 

Table K.l. IRS Adjustment3 Scale 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 2.31 .87 

Anxiety 3.62 1.36 

Normal 5.71 1.03 

Higher scores indicate greater level of adjustment. 

Table K.2. IRS Demandingness3 Scale 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 2.53 1.40 

Anxiety 2.18 1.46 

Normal 3.06 1.48 

aHigher scores on this scale indicate higher degree 
of demandingness. 
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Table K.3. IRS Self-Centeredness3 Scale 

Conditions Means Std Dev 

Depression 3.06 1.12 

Anxiety 2.68 1.19 

Normal 2.34 1.19 

Higher scores indicate higher degree of self-
centeredness. 



APPENDIX L 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ALL 
BEHAVIORAL MEASURES 

Table L.l. Number of Negative Statements 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 8.78 4.66 

Anxiety 8.68 4.07 

Normal 4.06 3.10 

Table L.2. Number of Supportive Statements 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 10.37 4.04 

Anxiety 8.00 3.40 

Normal .50 1.26 
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Table L.3. Number of Advice Statements 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 2.68 2.33 

Anxiety 1.56 1.89 

Normal .00 .00 

Table L.4. Eye Gazea 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 

baseline 92.37 15.51 

probe period 1 75.43 23.30 

probe period 2 76.12 22.08 

Anxiety 

baseline 96.81 12. 30 

probe period 1 80.93 21.98 

probe period 2 83.62 21.91 

Normal 

baseline 86. 68 16.59 

probe period 1 79.31 25.13 

probe period 2 84.25 21.29 

aHigher numbers indicate greater amount of eye-gaze 
(in sees). 
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Table L.5. Speech-Disturbance3 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 

baseline 2.12 1.54 

probe period 1 5.00 2.60 

probe period 2 3.81 3.05 

Anxiety 

baseline 2.81 2.19 

probe period 1 6.00 3. 01 

probe period 2 4. 75 2.86 

Normal 

baseline 3.43 2.60 

probe period 1 3.62 1.54 

probe period 2 2. 87 1.78 

aHigher scores indicate greater amount of speech 
disturbance. 
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Table L.6. Deception 

Conditions 

Measure Depression Anxiety Normal 

Honest3 9 12 11 

Deceptive 7 4 5 

aNumber of subjects judged to be honest. 

Number of subjects judged to be deceptive. 

a 
Table L.7. Voice Volume 

Conditions Mean Std Dev 

Depression 

baseline 106.81 45.57 

probe period 2 78.87 33.78 

Anxiety 

baseline 148.00 71.86 

probe period 2 182.25 73.17 

Normal 

baseline 127.62 56.97 

probe period 2 148.56 54. 64 

aHigher numbers indicate higher voice-volume. 
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